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r Pieces #J., PZ, %5, #6 and #8A. Then locate and
Qa) After each joint has been drilled place the size of bolts
called for in accordance to the bole diameter.
(b) Prior to nailing each joint, check TeEher the ass&led
pests on step No. 2 are at r
. It is suggested
in place before
to use C-chps to hold wood
together,
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1es for each joint.
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step NJ. 2 and No. 2C are at right am&es.
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Molt Piece 69 to Pieces f8A and &X3.
it Piece #IO tci Piece #9.
siorl bit.

6.

le.
7.

to p!.ece the above

pcraieion.

Pmjece
asd the centreline
and #8B to Pieces #6 and #7.

Nail

Fisse drill
Piece #I4 to Piece

of the 7/g” hole of Pieces #8A
Be sure that the centres of the

h$esa;f Pieces #6 and #7 and Pieces #8A and #8B are perpencd
.
8.

Place Pieces #28, #36, #37, #38, #39, #47 and #4~6to Pieces
814 and #8A. Apply grease inside Piece #36. Before placing
Piece #47 (a bicycle fcmt lever), cut Piece #47 as shown in
sketch and join the unshaded area by braring.

9.

Establish the centres of the 7/8” boles on Piece #lO, apply
grease to Piece #34 and insert through Piece #8B until it
meets Piece #lo. Drill 7/V hole in Piece %!.O. Continue same
procedure for drilling
hole in second Piece #lo. Piece #34
should be aligned with Piece #28.

6.

Power TransEer

Assembly

1.

cut Piece #43A and #438 into the desired length and mark centres
the holes by cutting torch or by
of hales with a punch. kill
drill press,,

2.

Fit in Pieces #44 and #46 to Pieces #43A and #43B respectively
sure the above pieces are at right angles and
by brazin&.
with the desired clearance.

3,.

Znsert Piece #49 thrwgh Piece #8B, slip on Pieces %43Baud
hing Piece #49 through Piece #lo. Place
iy4B
continue
on end of Piece #49.
Pieces #43A and

4.

Check fish !ocatiom of Pieces #43A, #43B and #46 with respect to Piece #49. When finally
located, weld or braze the
above pieces to Piece #49. To prevent Piece #lO frcm burning,
c ve the bolts temporarily and slide Piece #IO toward the
centre .
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at right
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#32 to the desired ten@% and cut the points where
bar& as shown in the detail.
Use octagonal jig to
el and be sure that the two non-adjacent sides are
angles.
it as shown.

Id the joints.

3.

fuieFece 831. ,,Weld Piece #31 to Piece #32. Mark centres of
. Cut 718 holes on Piece #31 by cutting torch.

4.

Cut Piece #34. Fit i
to insure perfect ali
Piece #34.

5.
6.

the 718” hole on Piece #31. Use jig
t. When located, weld Piece #31 to

make 718” hole.
rfate with t&e bit

ve cornew SQ that

Id Piece 829A to Piece k12.9. See detail.

7.

Fit the above pieces to Piece #34 as shown in the plan. Weld
Piece #29A to Piece #34. Be sure Piece #29 is perpendicular
to Piece #34.

8.

Cut Pieces #40, #41, and #30 as shown in plan.

9.

Drill

l/4”

hoies iii Pieces #30, #40 aad #41.

IO.

Vacate centre of the sides of Piece #32 that are adjacent to
Piece #31. At this centre, rweld Piece #41 perpendicular to
Piece #32.

Ii.

Fit Piece #30 and bolt

it to Pieces #41 and #41.

12.

Fit oae end uf Piece #28 (with fixed cone) to both ends of
Piece #I%.

13.

~e4d the ccmtact surface of Pieces At28 and #34.

15.

Flace the steel balJhls (Piece #37) by using grease.
(a)

Place tk gmase
tween frictional
surfaces of Pieces
#13 and #6, then
eces %7 and X13.
(b) Iaiace Piece #39 (lock nut>.
It Piece #13 to Pieces #6 and 87.
(4
cd) Fit chaia.
E.

Treadle &se&ly
1.

Cut Pieces #53, #54, 855, #55 and drill.
f55.

2.

Weld Piece #54 to Piece #53. Be sure these pieces are at
It Piece #53 to Piece #l.
right angles.

3.

Weld Piece #% to Piece #53.

4.

CM Piece #51 (Pit-man) as shown in the det:ail.
Pieces 844 and #46.

5.

I.acate Piece #55 by aligning with Piece #51.
located, weld Piece #55 to Piece #54.
(a)
(b)
(c)

holes on Pieces t53

Fit Pitman on
When finally

Be sure Piece #55 and Piece 854 are at right angles.
Check clearance of Piece #55.
Before welding Piece #55 to Piece #54, fit Piece #58
to hold on Pfwe c55.

les on Piece #ll.

G.

2.

Cut Piece #57 and nail

it to Piece #ll.

3.

Cut Pieces #15 and #16 and nail
holes on Piece #IS.

4.

Cut Piece #17 as shown.

at Pieces #8A and #8B. Drill

Sidings
1.

Cut Pieces #18, #19, #20, #21, #22 and #23 as shown in the
Plato and drill boles where they are needed.
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